
Hey ya'll :) 
 
Still got a bit of the south in me hahaha 

 
Well, even though I fell flat on my face, the trip 
wasn't too bad.  For those of you that may not 
have heard yet, I had a fall in Omaha while 
walking Hunter and indeed fell flat onto my face 
and that trip wasn't all that good.  The trip to 
Perry to help after Hurricane Idalia was quite the 
adventure and wasn't too bad.  Although it didn't 
go as planned, I learned a lot about myself and 
grew a great deal.  I believe it was needed to 
prepare me for what's coming as I embark on the 
next journey. 
 

The trip home was good as I was able to reflect on the journey and found that I indeed 
am to be helping others.  It just may not look like I thought it would.  I realized I am to 
use all my gifts and talents to help others not just my handy man skills.  The realization I 
had along with this was 'I am who I am because of I am, it's not about what I do, it's 
about who I am. 
 
Truck issues:  Oh my, I thought it was over but its not.  I got home on April 6th and took 
the truck to the dealer that I bought it from on April 9th with the concern of some issues 
that still needed to be resolved.  It's still there 6 weeks later as there seems to be one 
thing after another.  I have addressed this with the dealership, and we are in the 
beginning stages of getting me out of that truck.  At least I'm not totally stranded here as 
they have me using one of their courtesy vehicles, a black Ford Edge with courtesy car 
stickers on the doors.  It has worked great to meet up with people as I have continued to 
sell things and have emptied out my storage locker.  It's a rather recognizable vehicle :) 
 
I am looking forward to getting the truck issue resolved and moving on to the next 
mission/adventure.  What I'm seeing right now is leaving here and heading to Oregon to 
visit my grandson, then head to CO to spread some of my friend Larry's ashes, after 
that to Omaha to the scene of the fall on my face.  Along the journey if I am presented 
with natural disasters my plan will be to see if I can be of assistance as well as 
spreading the Love,  Hope, Peace, and Faith of Jesus. 
 
 
Thank you all for the prayers, support, encouragement, and being such a great 
sounding board this past year in making this new chapter in my life possible.  I do have a 
big ask and am hoping that some if not all will be able to help again this year as the Living 
Well gets rolling towards the open road and helping others 
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  Bags and bins of tools ready to go: 


